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PUBLIC POLICE LOG

Date & Time Date & TimeIncident Type Location StatusReported Occurred

3/24/2007

CHILD HALL
3/24/07 3/24/07 26 EVERETT STNOISE COMPLAINT CLOSED2:36 AM 2:36 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of a group of individuals making noise outside of the building. Officers arrived and      
report the group is gone on arrival and all is quiet and in order.                                                        

CRIMSON NEWSPAPER
3/24/07 3/24/07 14 PLYMPTON STTHEFT REPORT CLOSED2:50 AM 2:50 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of three individuals acting suspiciously in the area. Officers arrived and observed two   
individuals running down the street into a building and a third individual carrying a ladder. Officers stopped the        
individual carrying the ladder and a field interview was conducted. The individual stated they removed a flag from a      
building in the area as part of an on-going joke. Another individual exited the building with the flag. Officers advised  
the individuals to return the flag to its original location.                                                              

NORTH HALL
3/24/07 3/24/07 1651 MASSACHUSETTS AVENOISE COMPLAINT CLOSED5:54 AM 5:54 AM CAMBRIDGE

Guard dispatched to a report of an alarm clock that had been going off for an extended amount of time. Guard arrived and  
reports the situation is rectified.                                                                                       

APLEY COURT
3/24/07 3/24/07 16 HOLYOKE STASSIST CAMBRIDGE POLICE CLOSED2:15 PM 2:15 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers observed an individual running down the street being chased by another individual. Officers spoke to the         
individual who stated they were chasing an individual who had just stolen items from their store. Officers located the    
suspect in question and CPD was notified of the incident. CPD arrived and placed the individual under arrest.             

3/24/07 3/24/07 39 IRVING ST209 A SERVICE CLOSED3:03 PM 3:03 PM CAMBRIDGE
Officer assisted an individual in obtaining a restraining order against an individual.                                    


